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1. The place - The picture shows us …  

- In the picture I can see …  

                          

- The photo  was (probably) taken inside / outside.

- In this picture the action is taking place in ( the 

house, the living room, the gym, the swimming pool, 

the theme park, etc.)

2. The action Looking at these people / this girl / this boy  I get the 

impression that they are / she is / he is….(having 

dinner; watching a film; doing their homework, etc.)

The man is … smiling.

The people are …. working.

The weather is rainy/ sunny/ cold / warm.

3. The appearance 

of the person

The girl / boy looks like she/he is about … years old.

She / He has got … eyes and dark / fair hair.

The girl / boy is wearing …
I guess she / he is quiet and kind.

4. Whether you like 

the picture or not.

I (don`t) like the picture because the atmosphere is 

peaceful / depressing.

5. Why I like this picture as it is bright and colourful, full of 

positive emotions.

 

It makes me think of summer/ winter / autumn / 

spring. 

I`d like to describe picture № ……
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